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diary of a bad year j m coetzee book review the - strong opinions coetzee s fiction and diary of a bad year suggests his
psyche has always manifested a fault line on one side of the divide is reason moral and sober charged with the responsible
stewardship of human society on the other lie the passions especially lust that undermine and sometimes trump intellect,
review diary of a bad year by jm coetzee books the - diary of a bad year the novel takes the form of a series of essays
that c is writing for a collection provisionally entitled strong opinions in which six eminent writers get to have their say on any
subjects they choose the more contentious the better at the bottom of each page in a separate band of text, diary of a bad
year by j m coetzee goodreads com - read the stop smiling review of diary of a bad year j m coetzee is a bit of a recluse
he persistently denies interviews and was not present at either of the booker prize award ceremonies held in his honor for a
man whose written word is so eloquent he is famously tight lipped in person, diary of a bad year j m coetzee complete
review - from the reviews diary of a bad year is a remarkable book full of passion and wisdom and constantly illuminated by
the author s adherence to the truth that shines from the smallest situation or the touch of sensuality that trails from the
margin of the most momentous thought it is a ravishingly beautiful book made up of the most ordinary things in the world
and makes them into a thing of music and magic that succeeds in disclosing a quite disarmingly grave and poignant
apprehension, book review diary of a bad year newsblaze news - diary of a bad year remains a good reading experience
only for the first few chapters when coetzee s political commentary intrigues the reader toward some grand unfolding in the
coming pages however it never arrives instead the book underwhelms for more than one reason, amazon com customer
reviews diary of a bad year - diary of a bad year felt like a good example of that to me coetzee writes a book that is quite
different from his other works he basically puts down to pen a group of 50 or so short articles or statements on various
topics george bush dick cheney love war machiavelli and many others, diary of a bad year the barnes noble review diary of a bad year begins gruffly as c s strong opinions are just that disquisitions on the ills of modern life that if more often
than not accurate in their diagnoses have a distinctly curmudgeonly bent someone should put together a ballet under the
title guantanamo guantanamo c writes, diary of a bad year bookreporter com - all in all diary of a bad year is a worthwhile
read for those who enjoy playing with style and don t mind a certain lack of narrative depth while the end product has some
faults the picture of the novel as a process of its own is handled capably by a stylist honed at his craft, summary and
reviews of diary of a bad year by j m coetzee - diary of a bad year takes on the world of politics a new topic for coetzee
and explores the role of the writer in our times with an extraordinary moral compass at the center of the book is se or c an
aging author who has been asked to write his thoughts on the state of the world by his german publisher, diary of a bad
year wikipedia - diary of a bad year diary of a bad year is a book by south african born nobel laureate j m coetzee it was
released by text publishing in australia on 3 september 2007 in the united kingdom by harvill secker an imprint of random
house on 6 september and in the united states on 27 december, book review diary of a very bad year bankers
anonymous - diary of a very bad year will not tell you everything you need to know about the credit crisis of 2008 it will tell
you what a large hedge fund manager experienced in real time in a way no journalist on the outside could ever tell you
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